COFFIN BROCHURE
Our family, caring for your family for over 50 years...

Arthur W. Bryant
Funeral Service
Registered Office – Bude
Morwenna Court
Princes Street, Bude
Cornwall EX23 8AT
Tel: 01288 352282

Camelford Office
19 Market Place
Camelford
Cornwall PL32 9PD
Tel: 01840 214891

Holsworthy Office
25 The Square
Holsworthy
Devon EX22 6AN
Tel: 01409 253000
You may also email any of our offices using our email address:
caring@awbryant.co.uk

We are dedicated to supporting you through all aspects of funeral arrangement,
helping you to plan a unique and special commemoration of your loved one.
As members of the National Association of Funeral Directors (N.A.F.D.), we adhere to the
N.A.F.D. code of practice as recommended by the Office of Fair Trading.
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Tudor

Best quality crafted in the traditional way, a solid oak as shown above or
mahogany coffin shown below, with butt jointed, upright ends, with feature
panelled sides and double raised lid. Shown here fitted with Oscar bar handles,
this coffin can be fitted with handles suitable for burial or cremation.
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Regency

Best quality crafted in the traditional way, a solid oak, as shown
above or mahogany coffin, as shown below, with butt jointed,
upright ends. Oak Regency shown here fitted with three pairs of
brass effect metal (300/7) handles, end rings and corner clips.
Mahogany Regency shown here fitted with three pairs of brass
effect metal (300/7) handles, and a cross motif fitting. This coffin
can be fitted with handles suitable for burial or cremation.
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Georgian

Similar in style to our Tudor range, this range offers superior oak,
above or mahogany, shown below, veneered coffins with pressed
panelled sides and double raised lid. These coffins are shown
fitted with three pairs of Oscar bar style handles. The mahogany
coffin below is also shown with stylish corner clips and end rings.
This coffin is suitable for burial or cremation.
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Victorian

A traditionally shaped superior mahogany veneered coffin.
The above coffin is shown fitted with three pairs of brass effect
(300/7) handles and cross, whilst the coffin below is shown
with three pairs of Hereford brass effect handles and Hereford
T bar ends. This coffin is suitable for burial or cremation.
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Windsor

The classic style of our Windsor oak veneered range makes
these coffins one of our most frequently chosen. The coffin
above is fitted with three pairs of brass effect handles whilst the
coffin below is fitted with three pairs of Hereford nickel effect
handles. These coffins are suitable for burial or cremation.
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Windsor

The classic style of our Windsor oak veneered range makes
these coffins one of our most frequently chosen styles. Shown
above with three pairs of solid oak ring handles and a cross
motif. Shown below with three pairs of solid oak ring handles.
This coffin is suitable for burial or cremation.
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Windsor

The classic style of our Windsor oak veneered range makes these
coffins one of our most frequently chosen styles. The coffin above
is fitted with three pairs of Hereford brass effect handles whilst
the coffin below is fitted with three pairs of Hereford nickel effect
handles. These coffins are suitable for burial or cremation.

Windsor Oak Effect
(not pictured)

These cost-effective oak effect coffins are made to a high
standard using an engineered wood framework laminated
with wood effect paper. Suitable for cremation or burial,
they offer a combination of classic oak style and economy.
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Alternative Options
‘Traditional’ Wooden
Picture Coffins
Wooden picture coffins are always a
popular choice. Approved for burial
and cremation and at most natural
burial grounds, these are sourced
from FSC-accredited companies
using wood from sustainable sources.
The designs are printed onto an
environmentally-friendly paper wrap,
which is then applied by hand to
ensure the highest level of quality and
craftsmanship. You can choose from
a vast array of designs or even create
your own using favourite photographs
or drawings. These coffins are suitable
for cremation or burial.

More designs available
www.colourfulcoffins.com
Please ask for details.

Cardboard Coffins
Our 100% recycled cardboard coffins are
the perfect solution for families looking for
a greener funeral option. Available in a wide
range of colour options, ranging from plain
brown or white through to stunning
multi-coloured, patterns or pictures, all
designs are printed and applied to the coffin
on a biodegradable material wrap.
Ultra-strong thanks to their
honeycomb-style construction, these
picture coffins combine high quality with
unique and beautiful style. These coffins are
suitable for cremation or burial.
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Alternative Options
Willow / Wicker
Entirely biodegradable, wicker coffins
are made of woven bamboo, willow,
seagrass or other natural materials.
They can be made in a wide variety of
styles, including traditional shapes and
‘oval’ forms with rounded ends.
A range of colours can also be
achieved, and the coffins can be
personalised using bands of different
materials or garlands of flowers and
greenery. These coffins are suitable
for burial or cremation.

Woollen Coffins
Wool is a fibre with true ‘green’ credentials in that it is both sustainable and fully biodegradable. Our range of
woollen coffins feature a pure new wool outer, supported on a strong cardboard frame.
The inside is lined with cotton and edged with jute. Coloured stitching can be added and each comes with an
embroidered name plate. These coffins are suitable for burial or cremation.

Shrouds
Suitable for burial only as cremation in a shroud is not yet permissible in our local crematoria, a shroud can
be made of felt, bamboo fibre or simply cotton.
Designs vary, but will feature a solid wooden, bamboo or willow base to provide stability with a cloth
covering the body. Designs can be customised and embellished according to your wishes.

Please ask for further details and
more designs.
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Caskets
We offer a comprehensive range of solid oak or mahogany caskets for the burial of cremated remains.

Cotswold

Woollen Caskets

Malvern Oak or Mahogany

Warwick Oak or Mahogany

Flying Scotsman

Wicker Casket
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Scatter Tubes
For the scattering or burial of cremated remains we offer scatter tubes in a range of styles.
Designs can be adapted and personalised if you wish. Please ask for more details.
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MORWENNA COURT, PRINCES STREET
BUDE, CORNWALL EX23 8AT
T/ 01288 352282
19 MARKET PLACE
CAMELFORD, CORNWALL PL32 9PD
T/ 01840 214891
25 THE SQUARE
HOLSWORTHY, DEVON EX22 6AN
T/ 01409 253000
also find us at:

E/ CARING@AWBRYANT.CO.UK
W/ AWBRYANT.CO.UK

